


Since 1865, The Republic Hotel has hugged the corner of 
Pitt and Bridge Streets, at the heart of the Sydney CBD. As 
the city’s commercial centre has expanded around it, the 
Republic has grown up too, from a single-storey pub to a four-
level landmark. On each floor you’ll find a distinctly different 
establishment, all under the banner of one Republic.

At the heart of the city, The Republic Hotel is a perfectly 
placed meeting point. Within our four floors you’ll find three 
distinct spaces ready for any occasion, from an intimate, 
sit-down dinner in the tranquillity of Republic Dining Room to a 
cocktail celebration up on Taylor’s Rooftop. 

Step into our Republic, and exercise your constitutional right 
to free choice, a happy palate and good times.
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THIS IS OUR REPUBLIC



Come upstairs to Republic 
Dining, a haven hidden in plain 
sight above the heart of the 
city. White tablecloths and our 
renowned discreet, attentive 
service embrace the traditions 
of fine dining. The light and 
airy space is a beautiful 
backdrop for dinner with 
friends and colleagues.
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REPUBLIC DINING

SEATED DINING UP TO 75

Available for:



Our super-flexible third floor is all yours for exclusive use, 
and adapts to suit a variety of purposes. Private dining, 
large cocktail-style celebrations and corporate meetings 
can all be hosted with ease, enhanced by the private bar 
and full AV facilities.

TAYLOR’S SOCIAL LOUNGE
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SEATED DINING UP TO 35  I  COCKTAIL + CANAPÉ UP TO 100

CONFERENCE UP TO 80

Available for:
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Lifting the lid on Republic Hotel, 
with a lush vertical garden and 
skyline views, the Rooftop was 
made for parties. Make a bar 
reservation or treat your friends 
or colleagues to cocktails
and canapés.

TAYLOR’S
ROOFTOP

BAR RESERVATIONS UP TO 50

COCKTAIL & CANAPÉ UP TO 50

Available for:



European classics rendered with beautiful simplicity, 
ingredients impeccably sourced and crafted with a 
light touch. 

A comprehensive, bold wine list echoes the menu’s 
marriage of old world and new.
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EAT + DRINK

2 COURSE SET MENU $75  I  3 COURSE SET MENU $85

CANAPÉS FROM $3ea



CONTACT US
GET IN TOUCH (02) 9252 6522

WWW.REPUBLICHOTEL.COM

INFO@REPUBLICHOTEL.COM


